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About This Game

Test your reflexes, judgment and tactics while facing up to eight other players in this follow-up to the critically acclaimed and
popular arcade game Gumboy: Crazy Adventures, winner of numerous accolades including Gametunnel's GAME OF THE

YEAR 2006.
Featuring the same graphically rich, fantasy style that made the original Gumboy so captivating, Gumboy Tournament adds new
levels, bonuses, and four new multiplayer modes. Players can now compete in the furious capture the flag mode, fight to control

valuable territories, frantically collect diamonds or race through control points. All this is played out in highly complex levels
full of spiral chutes, fountains, waterways and even outer space�complete with planets and sudden gravity changes.

Multiplayer for up to 9 players on LAN, Internet, or split screen

20 stages with varied environments

4 different game modes, playable on any level

Physical simulation and new space levels based on the principle of gravity

80-level single player campaign
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The crafting system, while new and interesting, has a lot more issues then benefits. Like dragging a thing to another thing to
make a new thing is nice but if you are even a little bit too close to something that that thing can combine with boom your day is
borked.
I have been told that if you middle click on a crafted object it will be un-crafted. This can make the game's crafting better but
with the time table being so fast seconds crafting and un-crafting could get you mauled by shadow chickens. (which was fun to
type)

The graphics are something that could be over looked but with how little is on the screen as it is it would have been nice to have
some better looking sprites.

This game is tagged as a "Casual" game however that is not true. This is a game with a far bit of difficulty. Although the
difficultly is high it is the lack of enjoyment out of said difficultly that makes me not recommend this game.

Bottom line is this I can not recommend this game to most people as it will have very little reward for getting past the difficulty
and the fact that it is tagged as casual when it is clearly not. Unless you are a lover of getting your rump kicked because of poor
mechanics DO NOT buy this game.. Lots of fun stats, satisfying grind, good depth, much better than other pixel art releases
recently kaff kaff ch***fish. After coming from 3U and 4U, I had a bit of a hard time getting into World. There was a lot of
new mechanics to grasp, and my main weapon, Bow, got reworked heavily.

However, the moment I bought this DLC, I instantly remembered everything. Now I'm getting 3-minute long hunts, cutting tails
with the Bow, and it's raining Plates!

Thank you Poogie.. I just beat story mode. The devolopers end the whole experience with a big "Thank you for playing". The
only thing I can answer is... "Thank you for taking the time to make this masterpiece of a game". Truly an experience not ment
for players but for their souls it self.. I bought this Dlc as a meme but got roasted and now i wanna kms :(. Nice Gothic inspired
story about a Byronic father going above and beyond to save his daughter due to his hazy past. The villagers that are interacted
with have decent writing and are arguably only slightly less dastardly as the protagonist. The story is revealed in vignettes as time
passes by in-game. As the game's story and gameplay develops it becomes repetitive like all management/simulation games but
there's still charm to it.

There are multiple combinations of reagents that make interestingly designed homunculi (my favorites are the Scissor and
Mermaid). The music is well done for an indie title and the art style is reminiscent of Don't Starve, which is a plus. As
mentioned before, there are scenes that appear as time passes and when you choose to sacrifice the homunculi. These snipets
showcase the best art in the game besides the drawings of the homunculi themselves.

Despite some minor grammatocal typos I found in the dialogue for a couple homunculi, I enjoyed the different personality
archetypes of the "daughters".
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If you're a fan of simulation/management games, or of Gothic inspired art and writing, I'd recommend it. However, due to the
repetitive nature of it, I can only give it a 7 out of 10.. Unmechanical is a lovely game, filled with unexpected puzzles that are
rewarding to solve. At times the puzzles can be very challenging but are in no way unsolvable. Also, there is a clue system build
in so they will never get in your way. The world around them is beautifully crafted and fits in the style and story. The
achievements are a joy to get and actually contribute to the game in a fun way because they encourage you to experiment with
the puzzles and physics. As a indie game this is really impressive. What you get here is a complete product that must have been
made with a lot of patience and love and for that the makers deserve all credit. For those interested in the play time, you should
be able to get at least 4 hours out of this title. Make no mistake though, those are 4 perfectly enjoyable hours for a good price!
Also, I would recommend playing with a (Xbox) controller for more precision, but a keyboard should work just fine.
I can't wait for more from these makers. Maybe a prequel, sequel or a new game entirely!. sorry it looked good but yes it's bad.
The mouse play makes it frustrating.. I am one of the early birds who have supported the game. I have seen it being developed
from the moment it went public. Even then, it was more of a finished game than any other Early Access you can find around.
One can really feel the devs putting in their minds and hearts for this game.
It is funny, interesting, surprising, adventurous. It makes you a fan in a short time, of course if you are into these kind of genres.
Most people have only one thing they don't like about it. You can't save in the middle of a mission. I am quite sure the devs are
thinking hard on this. Even without this, though some missions can be long and frustrating, this game is worth to spend your
time with it.
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A nice imporvement to the previous game. Overall a quick, easy and fun adventure game to enjoy.. I don't understand how this
has a "mostly positive" review.

The only thing you do is click left mouse button non stop to destroy objects in front of you and move around to avoid objects.
After some time/score there's a "boss" which you don't have to beat, just avoid touching it.
After the boss the color changes and the objects change, but the gameplay remains exactly the same.. i like the game and it
seems it already has a small fanbase... but it needs some fixes.... like for one the near clipping distance in the project settings
needs to be lower cuz you clip the hands in the viewport... and the screen res needs fixing cuz when i try to change it... its doesnt
do much at all
. A good 1$ minimalist puzzle game with 60 levels, around 2h long. If you like this kind (like Hook, Zenge, etc..) you won't be
disappointed, there are achievements, relaxing music and the game is polished. The only downside is that the graphic design is
not very obvious for the brain, for instance what is clickable does not differentiate enough from what is not clickable, also some
levels can looks confusing at first glance and be easy in reality, but we can forgive these flaws because the level design is
interesting and it has an overall well calibrated level of difficulty. 7/10. The party's over. Someone get the lights.. + Idea

- Very poor user interface
- Bad tutorial
- Overcomplicated
- .... Unpolished, gritty interface, rigid UI, old

Feels like trying to drive a really old, beaten up hillbilly pick-up truck, with mud perma caked on the sides, half painted, half
raw rusted steel, steering from U.K. or america, depending on whatever country you aren't from, with a cracked windshield, and
i mean cracked. No power steering.

Funnily enough, extremely fun.

Sadly, far too short. Something very essential is missing to make this game work, becuase it has soemthing that no other game
has out there, a perfect mix of card game, and grid turn based strategy. so many games out there have tried, and failed. Simply
because they got the basics wrong, this one, I am amazed to say, as bad as it is---got the basics right.

Just a shame that's about all it got right,
recomended purely for strategy enthusiasts, or developers that want some inspiration.
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